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I What else makes a perfect celebrity? Giving lots of money to charity makes a perfect

celebrity. What else?

Alisha Your attitude. Being unique, getting your own fame, not buying it like someone else.

Ryan Someone who’s cool with money.

Homer Eminem gained his own money.

Alisha I think the attitude.

I Yeah you talked about personality didn't you? So what sort of personality does this

perfect celebrity have?

Lise No because like for example, some other people have because they’re famous and

then with their fans sometimes they’re like too harsh. And then they might forget

that they came from poor families as well. 

Ryan Coz  if  you  just  random  become  rich  because  you’ve  got  loads  of  money  you

wouldn't think straight away of helping charity. You’d sort yourself out and then help

charity.

I What else makes them an ideal celebrity? What kind of life do they have?

Ryan Someone who doesn’t go out and buy a big 20 bedroom mansion.

Alisha Yeah. But everyone would want that wouldn't they? If you deserve it, you owned it,

you should deserve it.

Homer I’d have a big house but not something that cost like a million pounds.

Alisha Well if they can afford it they should get it.

Ryan Yeah, but depending on the cost.

Homer Everyone wants to be a cut above.

Lise Like everything luxury and then they forget that there’s other people that need help

as well.
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Alisha Yeah but they can help people if  they have the money too, and then give them

something.

Lise Some people they just waste their money on themselves.

I So it’s a bit of a disagreement about how much people should be able to spend on

themselves. Is that right?

Homer Yeah. Like footballers get paid too much money.

Alisha Yeah. I believe that as well.

Ryan Soldiers should get a bit more.

Alisha They just entertain us.

Homer Yes. Because if you think about it there's players who are getting like three hundred

and eighty thousand a week.

Alisha Yeah. A week.

Homer That's like loads.

Ryan And then there's soldiers nearly dying for £2 an hour.

Alisha That's half the salary people normally get.

Homer If they played football for like two years they’re set up for life.

Ryan Yeah. Soldiers should be paid more.

I So how much should footballers be paid?

Alisha 21 grand.

Ryan I think the highest paid player’s in Russia that’s 380,000 a week.

I Oh my goodness!

Alisha Yeah. You get it a week sometimes.
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Ryan Yes. Footballers get paid weekly. They don’t get paid monthly. And obviously if you

score or get a hat trick you get an extra bonus.

Homer Yeah. You get extra money for that.

Ryan Like fifty grand.

I But you could just play for a week and then you would have enough money to like/

Ryan /Sort you out for/

I /for most of your life. 

Ryan Yeah. Like a footballer shouldn't be getting paid that much money. That’s why there

is so much debt in football, because they’re paying their players so much money

and then they’re not winning anything. Like Man City. They’ve just bought a team,

like they’ve thrown loads of good players together and that’s it. They just buy loads

of players and just throw them in. Like, it’s not even a team, it’s like a collection of

good players.

Homer Yeah. It’s an ultimate team.

Ryan It’s a collection of good players. They see someone good for a couple of years, they

buy em.

I So actually footballers aren’t very good celebrities in that sense because they earn

too much money.

Alisha Not really.

Ryan Yeah, like David Beckham. He’s got to be like the worst. Obviously he’s got loads of

money.  He does good for England and all  that,  but he’s gone to LA Galaxy for

publicity and money, coz he met the President and everything, and now he’s going

to be coming back home, he’s gonna lose all that publicity.

I Right. So, anybody like David Beckham?

Alisha When he started I liked him. But he got a bit too self centred for me to like him.

I So what do you mean by that? Give me an example of him being self centred?
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Alisha Well he does like these photo shoots and lhe’s like half naked sometimes.

I So too much about his body?

Lise No, that’s not called self centred, that’s called vain.

Alisha Yeah like really, you know what I mean. And his kid has like made an advert, and

because like he didn't get the Olympic Torch he got a big angry about it. Yeah, vain.

Homer Every celebrity will be vain, because obviously they’ve got their own money, they

are going to be 'Ooh look at me'. So that's being vain innit?

I Because you were saying before we turned the recorder on that you would quite like

to be a celebrity weren’t you Homer?

Alisha Who wouldn't?

Homer It would be wicked.

Alisha Yeah. If I had the opportunities.

Homer I would like to be rich, but like.

Ryan I’d be like Mario Banotelli. I would end up getting too much of it and not wanting it.

Homer And like people wish they were rich, like Eminem. In loads of his raps he wishes he

was rich,  but  now he says  if  he had a chance he wouldn't  have gone big and

become  rich,  because  he’s  like  trapped  by  fame  people,  like  being  famous.

Because obviously you can't do what you want to do. You wouldn't be able to go

McDonalds without being harassed by loads of fans.

Alisha Yeah it’s a bit. There's like some like restrictions that I wouldn't want.

Homer For being famous.

Lise Exactly.
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